
Dear Jim, 	 8/27/81 
Glad to learn from your 8/13 that Howard got in touch with you promptly. I think I wrote you about Ails but my letter had not yet reached you. I hope that by now you've gotten together for lunch. Howard did tell me that the perspn involved is a former newsman And he hope that woad get the two of you off on the same beqm. 
I don't know what they would wantaby way of help btu in time one of you will tell me. All I knew is that if they were pinning a film on China they'd need someone who had some knowledge of the place andpeople. And who better? 
hope it works out and is interesting. 

Apropos of the Tifton book, your recollections is correct. Most of the sycophantic works and some of the critical ones were turned out by those with an ax to grind and who knew, in advance,,as you say, tha the works of criticism were refutable. Olarkson Potter, for example, turned out several sycophantic worlp, including a book that had been hanging around for years, when clearly there was little or no market. After the first he knew this first-hand. Yet he kept publishing that kind of junk. I have since suspected that he (which may mean Crown) was subsidized, and who is more likely that the CIA? 
With Macmillan it may well be different with the Lifton book because it was partly redone into a formula book, the b.s. about his lone struggle against all odds and greatest power. They could see in this and his special and more than merely refutable conjecture, which at best was no more than a conjecture, what with considerable effort could bold. While the best-seller figures do not include returns, I think they sold his book well amd that it was a best sedtler. They did make that effort. 
It interests me that the CLA. is not mentioned in all those pages. And that the agent who handled the book, Peter Shepherd, is with the Ober Agency. Harold Ober and his wife started it. Now it happens that the CIA huy in charge of the illicit domestic intelligence operations also was named Ober. He has to skedaddle when that started coming out, with some who worked for him. He and some of them wound up at NSA, which is even more secretive, 

There are prepaid deals, but in this cwase, whether or not kt there is anything to an Over view, so to speak, I am confident that acmillan saw the probabilities of the sombinattpn and ran the risks. I'm sure they made a very heavy investment. And were as dishonest as success, in their terms, required. 
Little new here. I get and work records over and prepare memos on them, most recently De Mehrenschildt records, inclutilang the ms of his book, "I Am a Patsy! I Am a Pasty:7 (Not much to it byt an interesting and probably accurate picture of the Oswalde.) Search worksheets that disclose the claimed destruction of a large number of Garrison Eecords. Theoretically prohibited and clearlil a law violation to destroy. But they did it. ope to have a press conference in D.C.after we file the new affidavit and I'll have to Start preparing for it soon.` Getting a little work in outside but not much walking because the little toe and heel give much taouble and I'm enjoined against any sores because there is so little blood available there for healing. Got all my wood sawed, split or chopped and stacked, unless there are teeettps or bnanches in the brush that I've not een. I've had a stalwart boy drag all that stuff I've seen up to the woods behind the ppAol wherex I work them up. Slowly, ineffeciently, but regardless of the time. And I've been enjoying it. I know of one log the sawmill man left that was not cut up into stove lengths. it was a little too thick for my 14 inch saw and the son of the friend who was using it. Someone else will do it for me. And then I'll split and stack that. I laidaside two coppping blocks, so now that I have them both together, Ix use one as annikalop end table, cool drink and radio. I have a sawbuck and I've taken an old lawn chair there and sit in it while sawing and splitting when I can't stand, ...Bob Cutler, of The Umbrella Man (TtJM), was here day before yesterday. He  has envelope sealers and pens with the legend, QTDMS TEE WORD.'Nice gat  though...We've had the most pleasant August in years, save for the first very hot week, """ we've been enjoying it. Our best, and we hope you get n  interesting connection with Lucas, 


